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Convention, was unable to maintain order and protect
foreigners properly. As the scramble for colonial posses-
sions became more intense among the Powers, there was
danger that one or another of them, probably France, would
find reasons for intervening and depriving the Sultan of
his independence, or his territories, or both. Thejuture of
Morocco therefore hfiftfl.Tnftjnnft nf t."hft.-mnflt. lively 	
nf fiftftrfif Hiaf^Rifyq among the diplomats of Europe.
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain broached the question very
privately to the German Ambassador on November 3, 1899,
suggesting a secret convention: Germany was to renounce
all claims to the Mediterranean coasts of Morocco, including
Tangier; in return, "England could make Germany the most
extensive concessions on the Atlantic coast/'96 Chamber-
lain, however, wanted the matter kept secret for the present
from his Prime Minister, Lord Salisbury. Biilow was inter-
ested in the suggestion, and it was discussed behind Lord
Salisbury's back by the Kaiser on his visit to England a
few weeks later. But the Kaiser, foreshadowing the con-
sistent attitude he adopted in the following years, had no
great desire for German territorial acquisitions on the West
coast or anywhere else in Morocco. "He himself had never
had great interest in this question," he told Eckardstein,
"and he had never understood why Germans placed such
interest in it."97 In spite of fresh misgivings aroused every-
where by the French occupation of Moroccan territory at
Touat, in the spring of 1900, Chamberlain's suggestion came
to nothing, owing in part to Salisbury's reserved and nega-
tive attitude.98
Biilow did not care to interfere in the Touat affair,
"because today this would "be equivalent to the possibility
of a war with France." He adopted his usual prudent but
sphinx-like policy of "wait and see." In spite of recurring:
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